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Many!complex!networks!including!brains!are!hierarchically!organized.!In!hierarchical!systems! information!travels!both!from!the!bottom!to!the!top!of!the!hierarchy,!known!as!feedforward!(FF),! and!from!the!top!to!the!bottom!of!the!hierarchy,!known!as!feedback!(FB).!It!is!only!recently!that!the! dynamic!characteristics!of!neural!FB!and!FF!have!been!reported.!For!example,!studies!that! investigated!directed!connectivity!using!Granger!causality!across!the!awake!monkey!visual!hierarchy! have!shown!that!the!alpha/beta!and!gamma!bands!preferentially!mediate!FB!and!FF!respectively!(1,*
2).!This!pattern!of!low!frequency!FB/high!frequency!FF!has!also!been!reported!across!the!visual!(3)!
and!auditory!system!(4)!in!awake!humans.!These!studies!imply!that!FB!is!mediated!by!lower! frequencies!than!those!that!mediate!FF.!One!potential!explanation!for!these!observations!is!that!the! Figure S2 
